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Motivation
- Computational needs and capabilities have exploded, but MPI has not followed into mainstream interest[1]
- Numerous high-level, data parallel solutions are used instead
- Can be easier to program, but lack task-parallel and granularity
- What if these frameworks incorporated traditional HPC techniques?

Apache Spark: Cloud Data Processing
- Uses fundamental Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) to handle large data[2]
  - Performs data parallel actions and transformations on RDDs
- Runs on commodity hardware with several cluster managers (can work on HPC infrastructure)[3]
- Comes with several libraries for machine learning, graph computations, stream processing

Objectives
- Introduce MPI-like message passing into open source Apache Spark
  - Direct peer-to-peer communication across worker nodes
- Take advantage language features and existing code infrastructure
- Create a programming environment suitable for both traditional HPC and cloud developers
  - Maintain original Spark capabilities; strictly additive features
  - API and features strongly influenced by MPI standard

P2P Messaging within Spark
- Build on Spark’s existing communication infrastructure

Worker Node
- SparkContext
- DAGScheduler
- Scheduler Jobs

Master Node
- New Message Passing
- Results

Implementation
- Function closures parallelized with parallelize method
- The SparkComm argument is the world communicator, can be split
- Utilizes existing communication to allow for process messages; augmented to allow direct peer-to-peer communication
- Parallelized functions can be repeatedly executed with arbitrary number of processes with execute method
- Parallel closures can be named, anonymous, imported, and chained together

Example: Matrix-Vector Multiplication with 2D Decomposition

```scala
// Multiply A*x with 2D decomposition
sc.parallelizeFun(Array[Int])(world: SparkComm) => {
  val worldRank = world.getRank
  val rowComm = world.split(worldRank / 3, worldRank)
  val colComm = world.split(worldRank % 3, worldRank)
  val a = A(colComm.getRank)(rowComm.getRank)
  println(s"Rank $worldRank: a = \{a\}")
  // Distribute the x value to the appropriate process
  if (rowComm.getRank == rowComm.getSize - 1) {
    rowComm.send(colComm.getRank, 0, x(colComm.getRank))
  }
  val x_row = if (rowComm.getRank == colComm.getRank) {
    Some(rowComm.receive[Int](rowComm.getSize - 1, 0))
  } else None
  val multiplied = x_row match {
    case Some(x) =>
      colComm.broadcast[Int](colComm.getRank, x, x * a)
    case None =>
      a * colComm.broadcast[Int](rowComm.getRank)
  }
  val result = rowComm.allReduce[Int](multiplied,
    (a: Int, b: Int) => a + b)

  // Send the resulting vector to the root
  if (rowComm.getRank == 0) {
    world.send(0, 0, result)
  }
  if (world.getRank == 0) {
    for (i <- 0 until colComm.getSize) yield {
      world.receive[Int](i * colComm.getSize, 0)
    }.toArray
  }
}
```

Results
- Introduces task parallelism into existing Apache Spark framework
- Developers can interchangeably switch between sophisticated Spark data parallelism (RDDs) or MPI-like task parallelism
- MPIgnite parallel closures can run alongside normal RDDs
  - Similar to Chapel coarray statements[5]
- Does not simply augment MPI to a MapReduce model, or run Spark in HPC environment
- Incorporates HPC and MPI concepts into the popular world of cloud computing
- Several core MPI functions implemented (similar but not identical syntax), including send, receive, and some collective functions

API Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPIgnite</th>
<th>MPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>send(x: rec, tag, data: data)</td>
<td>send(tag: tag, tag: data: data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receive[T](sender: tag: data: data)</td>
<td>receive[T](sender: tag: data: data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiveAsync[T](sender: tag: Future[T])</td>
<td>receiveAsync[T](sender: tag: Future[T])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AwaitResult<a href="Future%5BT%5D">T</a>: T</td>
<td>AwaitResult<a href="Future%5BT%5D">T</a>: T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getRank: Int</td>
<td>getRank: Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSize: Int</td>
<td>getSize: Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split[Array[T], color: SparkComm]: Int</td>
<td>split[Array[T], color: SparkComm]: Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broadcast[T](root: data: data: data): T</td>
<td>broadcast[T](root: data: data: data): T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allReduce[T](data: data, data: data): T</td>
<td>allReduce[T](data: data, data: data): T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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